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ABSTRACT
Association Anoual, a non-governmental organization based in Kenitra, Morocco strives

to make social change by supporting STEM based programs. The goal of this project was to

develop a robotics program for youth, ages 12-15, to inspire and expose students to a

project-based STEM education. We first researched robotics curricula and pedagogy in tandem

with Moroccan STEM education. From our research an intensive seven-lesson program was

developed, concluding in a final project presentation. The curriculum is described in detail in the

lesson manual and the VEX robotics code and functions are explained in the technical manual.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
Students in Morocco are failing to receive sufficient STEM education in their youth

resulting in a lack in both global and local competency. With a workforce that has an increasing

demand for employees with a technical foundation and developed critical thinking, there is a

pressing need to expand access and interest in STEM education for Moroccan students.

Non-governmental organizations have begun to address this issue by providing

supplemental STEM education. One of these, Association Anoual, is aiming to empower youth

with effective initiatives to enhance STEM education. The association currently conducts

programs for youth to practice entrepreneurship, learn STEM and develop their leadership skills.

Association Anoual offers a platform to host programs that can increase awareness of STEM

skills.

Goals and Objectives
The purpose of this project was to expose youth to robotics as a way to build their

technical knowledge in STEM and their interpersonal skills. The program, named RobotiKids,

was created for youth ages 12-15 and intended to have a long term impact. Our project goal was

to leave Association Anoual with a curriculum that could be applied and expanded in the future.

This project aims to use educational robotics as a platform to expose and pique interest in STEM

skills.

Methods
The objectives were addressed in our methodology through four main parts. We first

developed a holistic understanding of robotics and the pedagogy that accompanies it. We then

applied this information when we researched the Moroccan education system in our second

objective. With these accumulated resources and guidance, an intensive seven-part robotics

program was innovated. Once the program was finalized, it was piloted and assessed for

recommendations and refining.
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To accomplish our first objective, we interviewed experts and educators in the field of

robotics in the WPI community with experience running similar youth robotics programs. We

also conducted an exploratory analysis of the VEX resources and kits. To accomplish our second

objective, we interviewed a parent of a middle school student and administered surveys to

students. We also interviewed a mentor of a similar program within Association Anoual and

NGOs and STEM educators with successful youth robotic programs. We used this to innovate a

robotics curriculum from the resources we had at our disposal. The program was detailed in a

lesson manual that followed a project-based learning style and provided an engaging curriculum

that put student’s critical thinking and interpersonal skill development at the forefront. To

supplement this, a technical manual was developed to provide guidance on VEX  for the

facilitator. Our final objective, the team organized logistical information to conduct a field

evaluation which allowed for edits and recommendations.

Findings and Discussion
Concluding each of our methods, we were able to compile an assortment of findings that

helped to propel the project into three final deliverables.

Interviews with robotics experts created a compilation of information regarding a

successful robotics curriculum and how to effectively teach young students. VEX resources in

the IQ Kit and found online supplemented these points and guided our program construction. In

tandem with this, interviewing people involved in the Moroccan education system gave valuable

insight into the current state of education in Morocco. This included what areas needed

bolstering, what tactics have been successful and what obstacles we would have to be aware of

when constructing our own program.

From these sources, the team used the ideology of project-based learning to guide our

curriculum construction. This would simultaneously engage the students, teach them technical

skills and develop their soft skills. A seven lesson plan was outlined that incorporated the

recommendations and research that was completed earlier. The lessons were then detailed with

activities, teachings and discussions that put student learning and engagement at the forefront.

With the purpose of producing a robotics curriculum program for Association Anoual to

implement on a full scale in the future, we created a detailed lesson manual and technical

manual.
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Lesson Manual:

The lesson manual was developed to operate as the main component of guidance for

facilitating the Robotikids program. A seven lesson block that ended in a cumulative final

project and presentation. Each lesson included activities and discussions as outlined in

the lesson manual. The lessons were created in a manner that allows them to be

customized to various instructor schedules. Lessons are versatile and although they are

created around VEX IQ kits, they can be taught with other robotics kits.

Technical Manual:

Material used in the lessons that was directly relevant to VEX IQ robotics were compiled

and explained through the technical manual. It also provides an explanation on how to

use the online platform, coding examples, and insight into the hardware, all including

detailed visuals. This resource is intended to provide more structure and clear instruction

to the novice facilitator who may not be acquainted with VEX robotics.

Recommendations
Based on the execution of our field evaluation we compiled a comprehensive document

of recommendations for Association Anoual. The recommendations were derived from the

developer’s pilot, peers’ evaluation, and a possible future mentor’s evaluation. The

recommendations illustrate a breakdown of the manuals, our recommendations for mentor

training and facilitation of the program and recommendations for the final project. In order for

the program to progress into a full-scale operation both benchmarking and assessment of student

interest and knowledge is necessary. Templates of rubrics and surveys are also included in this

document. Any other feedback was directly implemented into the program lesson manual or

technical manual accordingly.

During our time in Rabat, we were able to deliver a customizable VEX robotics

curriculum to Association Anoual. This includes a detailed lesson manual, technical manual, and

recommendations document, which can be found in appendix H, I, and J. These three

deliverables combined, will help create an engaging and impactful program called RobotiKids.

With RobotiKids, we hope to see increased excitement in STEM education and youth

development of associated skills.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Benjamin Franklin, a founding father who helped draft the Declaration of Independence

for the United States of America, once said “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember,

involve me and I learn.” Involving students in project-based science, technology, engineering,

and math (STEM) education is a critical building block to the growth and advancement of a

child’s mind and future as it allows for the development of skills that are not cultivated in other

fields of study. Differences in funding and curricula between public and private education

systems lead to disparities in the thoroughness of STEM education (Toutate, 2021). Families of

different socioeconomic backgrounds, who can afford private education are exposed to STEM

practices, while other families, who can only afford to receive public education, do not receive

this privilege. To address the growing educational divide, non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) like Association Anoual are aiming to increase STEM capabilities and close the

educational gap by creating programs for children. Association Anoual’s mission aims to give

everyone opportunities by empowering the future leaders through STEM and entrepreneurial

programs. Association Anoual has instituted programs like Digigirlz in Morocco, which provides

young women access to computer science opportunities, to increase competency and interest in

STEM fields. To further Association Anoual’s goal of closing the education gap between the rich

and the poor, our research project provided a free-to-join extracurricular STEM robotics program

for middle school students.

This research paper provides information on the current state of education in Morocco,

the importance of STEM education, and effective ways to teach STEM. Our methods offer a

detailed explanation of how we accomplished our end goal of helping Association Anoual to

increase STEM competency regardless of the financial background of the student. Our methods

progress through: 1) Semi-structured interviews and a literature review which will outline the

best methods and pedagogy to engage middle school students in STEM, 2) Assembling a

curriculum based on knowledge gained from the literature review that will engage students once

implemented, 3) Piloting and reconstructing the curriculum which will give Association Anoual

a deliverable to implement for the future.

By inspiring Moroccan youth with an engaging and informative robotics curriculum, it

allowed students to learn like Benjamin Franklin.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND RESEARCH

2.1: Current State of Education in Morocco
Education is the gateway to empowering the future generations of the world. Youth

education is crucial not only to the individual student, but to the progression and advancement of

society. Middle school education is a vital stepping stone to prepare students for higher education

and for a successful career (Diyen, 2004). However, despite the importance of education,

Morocco falls short in their academic standings. Morocco ranks 121 out of 140 for the mean

years of schooling, with an average of approximately 4.8 years (The World Economic Forum,

2019). The country also ranked 121 out of 140 in the ‘critical thinking in teaching’ section and

117 out of 140 in the ‘skill sets of graduates' category (The World Economic Forum, 2019). A

factor to Morocco’s consistently low global rankings, is the difference in the number of students

compared to the number of teachers. In 2019, the ratio of teachers to students was 1:27, where

the global average was 1:18, this makes  larger class sizes and less time for individual instruction

(Berrada et al., 2022). Teachers that are assigned to large student audiences are prone to

lecture-styled teachings that are less engaging with less teacher to student interactions. The

current teacher shortage causes a lack of engaging course material, which diminishes the quality

of the STEM instruction.

A notable difference between the Moroccan education system and countries with the best

ranked education systems is the lack of structure in Morocco’s curricula. Within Morocco's

educational curricula, lesson plans are not clear and syllabi fail to serve as guidelines and

benchmarks. Students’ creativity is not expanded on in many Arab states 1 because the

educational systems fail to incorporate students’ problem solving and critical thinking skills. It

was also noted that a student's personal background and ideal learning environment are

disregarded when determining a teaching style (Dagher et al., 2011). When a students’ needs are

not placed at the center of learning there is a disconnect between the lesson given by the

instructor and students’ engagement and retention of that lesson. Teachers in Morocco are

understaffed and confined to teaching from a textbook catered to covering only the material

needed for standardized testing (Dagher et al., 2011). The teachers are not trained with students’

learning as the first priority causing them to gloss over what skills are the most essential to learn

and how to effectively acquire these skills. Unfortunately, this means that students in Morocco

1 Arab states are the 22 states that make up the Arab League as of 2022
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do not receive an education with exposure to different learning techniques and related skills that

students in other educationally advanced countries exhibit.

2.1.1 Morocco Education Enrollment

In 2000, Morocco had just shy of 3.7 million students attending primary schools, which

increased to 4.5 million students in 2020. During that same period, the middle school population

grew from 1.5 million in 2000 and doubled to 3 million students(The Statistics Portal. Statista).

The completion rate of middle school in Morocco is below 70%, which has led to a lack of basic

skills (UNESCO, 2020). Some young students have minimal interest and capability to pursue

higher education and work opportunities, due to a lack of STEM exposure in their education.

Community members and government officials are working to fix the lack of interest and

enrollment in education. This has caused a steady increase in the number of schools and higher

education institutions, as Morocco has pushed to position itself for continual growth.

2.1.2 Public and Private School Education

The teaching of STEM skills varies from public and private institutions in the Moroccan

education system. NGOs are currently attempting to address the divide in STEM education by

creating programs that close the gap between public and private curricula. Toutate in 2021

conducted a study where an exam tested students' capabilities in various categories. Within the

math sector, 9% of public school students reached the satisfactory level compared to 49% of

private school students. Around 8% of public school students were satisfactory in physics,

chemistry, and life sciences compared to 42% of students in private school (Toutate, 2021).

Additionally, Morocco is still faced with high subjective poverty levels and the issue arises even

more in rural areas which means that private education is not a realistic option for many families

(Gibson, 2019). In Morocco 6.8% of families in 2013 had at least one school-aged child not

enrolled in education (World Bank Report). Even more surprising, 12.7% of families did not have

a parent who completed primary education. If a family cannot fund a private education or does

not prioritize education, their children are less likely to receive an education, let alone a quality

education.
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2.1.3 Lack of STEM Education

STEM fields are not a priority in the Moroccan education system. STEM is best taught

through critical thinking activities that encourage a non-traditional style of learning and are

applicable to real life experiences (Chaudhary, 2019). The benefits of STEM are two-fold; they

teach practical lessons on important curricula and can develop a student’s interpersonal skills

when taught non-traditionally. Arab countries spend a small amount of time learning STEM in

school. Dagher and BouJaode (2011) stated the percentage of time spent learning science ranged

from .3% - 13.3% of the student’s education. There is a lack of quality science education due to

outdated curricula, teaching methods, and lesson plans. In many Arab states there is an emphasis

on theoretical science content and not on hands-on activities. There is also limited access to

appropriate supplementary teaching tools and the internet, resulting in low quality science and

technology education (Dagher et al., 2011). The current Moroccan education system is not

exposing children to the best possible STEM education causing a lack of vital skills that make up

a motivated and educationally well-rounded workforce.

2.1.4 Gender Differences in STEM

In Morocco, there is a distinct difference between men and women in relation to

education and careers. Girls of all socioeconomic groups have a disadvantage in the education

system compared to boys, with the greatest disadvantage affecting girls from underprivileged

families. According to the Global Competitiveness Report, for about every five salaried workers,

only one will be a female (2019). The disparity between men’s and women’s education in

Morocco parallels the disparity in the workforce, with women tending to go to school for fewer

years than men. The difference also holds true for the STEM industry with women

underrepresented. One of the reasons the difference exists is because young women report being

less confident about their STEM abilities than men, which is why many of them choose not to

continue their STEM education (Ardito et al., 2020). Even with attempts to improve the

education system the percentage of females that continue on with STEM is consistently lower

than males (Dagher et al., 2011). The gender differences in education, specifically STEM

education, speak to the need to expose more women to STEM.
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2.1.5 Economic Impacts

Advancement in STEM fields is crucial for developing states as scientific and

technological affluence is considered a necessity for economic and social development (Dagher

et al., 2011). Policy makers around the world are attempting to entice students to enroll in STEM

courses which will equip them with the skills needed for the modern workforce (Black et al.,

2015). A well developed middle school education system can positively affect the nation’s

economy as well as students' development and success (Diyen, 2004). Building upon students’

curiosity at a young age can have a tremendous effect on their personal and professional

development, which can in turn benefit the country as a whole. A focused Moroccan education

system can provide the workers needed to bolster Morocco's economy and society.

2.2: Middle School STEM Education
STEM education is vital for youth to expand their curiosity and explore their

surroundings. Middle school is a crucial time to learn the foundations of science because this is

where children develop and solidify cognitive aptitude and acquire long term skills.

A strong technical foundation in STEM fields prepares students for a plethora of future

opportunities. Aside from the crucial hard knowledge that a student should acquire from a robust

STEM education, the workforce also needs students who have sharpened their interpersonal

skills that would contribute positively to the company. STEM based curricula have consistently

proven to be the most impactful method to reach young minds and thus, lay the framework for

the future (Kaçan, & Çelikler, D, 2017). There are two types of equally challenging and essential

skills gained through STEM education, hard skills and soft skills. Hard skills would classify as

knowledge or rigid lessons, for example, algebra or physics. Hard skills are systematic and often

build upon each other. Interpersonal skills, or soft skills, are critical thinking, innovation, and

collaboration which take a long time to develop into a usable state.

STEM can be daunting and difficult for young students, which makes them less likely to

continue with STEM and hinders the amount of skills that students can draw from their courses.

Starting STEM earlier in students' education allows for skills to be developed deeper which

ensures a stronger foundation and can impact one's success in the workplace (Berry & Rogers,

2016). Students exposed to STEM learn about the benefits that it can have outside of the

classroom, and its contribution to quality of life. A study completed on 60 sixth graders showed

there was an increased interest in STEM and the students had a more positive outlook on careers
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after completing a five day afterschool STEM program (Baran et al., 2019). Establishing an

aptitude for STEM in youth has been shown to impact middle school students' perspectives,

increase their confidence and encourage them to continue taking STEM classes throughout their

academic career.

One particular subject that teaches STEM holistically is robotics. A study showed that

when a robotics curriculum was implemented on middle school students, the students expressed

a desire for more STEM classes (Grubbs, 2013). After completion of the curriculum there were

comments from teachers on the improvement of the students' critical thinking skills in their

individual classes; the students' collaboration and communication with peers was also greatly

improved since the implementation (Grubbs, 2013). This helps to cement the idea that robotics is

an ideal subject to teach STEM to middle school students.

2.2.1 Non Governmental Organizations

STEM is not taught in depth or in an effective manner in government-run Moroccan

schools, leaving the question of who should engage students in STEM topics in Morocco? The

answer is NGOs, which are taking action in Morocco to face important issues such as helping

students access STEM and entrepreneurial skills.

2.3: Teaching STEM Through Project-Based Learning

Project-based learning style provides students with hands-on experience that builds both

hard and soft skills. Project-/problem-based learning (PBL) is a teaching method that allows

students to gain knowledge and valuable skills from working both individually and collectively

on an authentic, engaging, and challenging question, project, or problem at a level that is far

more efficient than other teaching styles (What is PBL?). Soft skills, even within STEM fields

which encompass interpersonal skills more, do not get developed to the utmost potential when it

is taught without student interaction and without showing its relevance. PBL provides hands-on

opportunities to learn concepts and valuable skills through activities outside of traditional

assignments and lectures.

When students are presented with projects that involve teamwork, leadership, presenting,

and time management, they are pushed to think creatively and beyond technical understandings

(Brown et al., 2009). Project-based education enables students to share their efforts with others in

their classroom or community. Critical thinking is a skill that provides new viewpoints and
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challenges previous ideas; this can lead to new concepts, companies and inventions. Innovation

goes hand in hand with critical thinking since it encourages free thinking and new ideas

(Ntemngwa & Oliver, 2018). Furthermore, collaboration is known as one of the most desired

traits in potential hires for companies around the world because they are aware that “great

discoveries and improvements invariably involve the cooperation of many minds” (Alexander

Graham Bell). Using project-based learning as a teaching method to develop soft skills is

effective and influential on a student’s ability to practice those skills outside of the classroom

Students benefit from PBL because there is no hierarchy of topics, allowing all related

topics to be drawn upon and developed as they emerge (Hung et al., 2007). PBL is relevant to the

real world in many jobs, such as a scientist doing an experiment in a lab or an architect designing

a building, which use PBL skills (Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2005). PBL has also been seen to assist

in testing skills and reaching standards set forth by educational institutions and states (Massa,

2008). The knowledge that is gained during project-based learning accounts for many of the

skills needed to continue in STEM areas of study.

Project-based learning is divided into four steps: 1) Identify the problem or opportunity,

2) Devise a plan for solving the problem, 3) Implement/evaluate the plan, and 4) Communicate

the plan/solution (Euefueno, 2019). Students increase their problem solving ability when they

identify the problem they have been tasked with. When students implement the devised plan they

practice behavioral and teamwork skills to produce a product. With a finished product, students

are able to communicate what they have accomplished to others. Students who learn via

project-based learning are able to take real world skills learned, such as communication,

responsibility, problem solving, and behavioral skills, and apply those soft skills to jobs and or

everyday life (Euefueno, 2019). Students have the ability of expanding upon ‘the four Cs’,

Critical Thinking, Creativity, Communication, and Collaboration Skills, when exposed to PBL

(Vogler et al., 2017). Interdisciplinary work, a hallmark of PBL, was practiced in a recent study

where students participated in a hard skill job but were tasked with challenging soft skill

problems, such as communicating with a client during a conflict (Vogler et al., 2017). The study

showed that students had to adapt and increase their soft skills after the design and

implementation of their program. The students’ ability to communicate, manage their time, and

show initiative and curiosity all increased after implementation (Tadjer et al., 2020). Students

improve their technical skills and their perception of their own skills, not only in their field of

study, but in their life-long skill set which are valuable to the workforce.
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Integrated STEM learning is a common term used alongside project-based learning; it is

the process of making connections between concepts in STEM so the field is seen as a whole,

rather than individual subjects (What is integrative learning?). Integrated STEM (ISTEM) is a

student-focused learning environment which has a direct effect on how students engage with

their class and the processing of the information (Struyf et al, 2019). It can have a large effect on

students' success because it combines individually daunting subjects into one cohesive subject;

this is less daunting because it makes the subjects more relatable and real world applicable.

Integrated learning, using PBL, has been found to be an effective way to engage students and

encourage a lifelong interest in STEM. Students should be a part of the lesson plan in order to

tailor to their learning style, this also improves the educators’ ability to observe what style of

learning their students are most receptive to and adjust their methods accordingly (Nygaard et al.,

2006). Successful integrated learning curricula focuses on giving students the best learning and

retention of the lesson and complementary skills. The success of the program is displayed in how

the student grasps the material and can apply it, not how it is regurgitated in a test format that is

not applicable to real life situations nor is retained long term.

2.4: Robotics Education

Robotics is one of the best ways to teach and engage students in STEM. Robotics is a

form of integrated learning (Yang et al., 2019). Robotics is particularly effective because the

PBL that is intertwined in robotics makes it easy for young students to get involved and build a

foundation. Robotics incorporates many important disciplines that help students understand

STEM topics and provide opportunities for hands-on practice. For young students programming

can be difficult, but in many educational robotics platforms it can be taught fundamentally by

using “drag and drop” code. This means that the robot can be programmed quickly which can

help students see quick results, making the subject instantly rewarding. The STEM proficiency

that can be gained from robotics is especially important if Morocco hopes to continue

progressing towards the STEM proficiency that some of the most wealthy countries have.

Furthermore, aside from computer science, robotics facilitates other STEM hard skills such as

physics, material science and math. Using robotics as a form of project-based learning can be an

effective tool to combat STEM hesitancy for middle school students and can make them more

likely to pursue STEM in the future (Berry & Rogers, 2016). Robotics turns STEM, a daunting
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field for young children, into a fun project for students that incorporate many different subjects

of STEM into one digestible topic helping to promote continued interest in STEM.

Introductory robotics incorporates hands-on projects, which is a great way to teach

young students (Ntemngwa & Oliver, 2018). When students are tasked with projects, like

building a robot, they learn first hand how to use lessons previously taught to solve real world

problems. Projects prompt students to learn how to break down complex subjects; they open up

routes for students to build and explore the subjects at their own pace. Robotics is also a field

that requires development of soft skills namely, problem-solving and critical thinking. It creates

an environment where complex problems must be broken down logically and this improves soft

skills and creates room for experimental mistakes to be made and learned from. By working in

teams and exposure to other students' ideas, students subconsciously work on their soft skills that

are needed for higher education and all STEM industries.

Worldwide, there has been a steady introduction and integration of robotics into modern

society. Competitions and programs aimed at increasing STEM interest through robotics

continue to gain attention and are a major driver for increasing youth engagement. Competitions

allow students to take part in a complicated project, become acquainted with hard and soft skills,

and learn how to work with different people

effectively.

VEX is a company founded with the

vision to create tools that educators and mentors

will use to form the students today into

problem-solving leaders of tomorrow. The

company believes in hands-on learning to build

and solve problems using innovative technology.

VEX robotics has over 20,000 competing teams

in over fifty countries and has impacted over a

million students, making them a reliable and

robust platform. VEX has branched out and

developed strong relationships with schools in

Africa. VEX offers a robotics kit, shown in

Figure 1 on the right, targeted at middle school students, called VEX IQ. VEX IQ was designed

for children aged 8-14, so they would gain experience in robotics through simple instructions.
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The VEX IQ kit is limited in constructional parts, with many resources for educators and

students to learn more. VEX IQ kits are capable of performing complex and engaging tasks that

are necessary to keep students interested and give them an actual idea of what robotics is capable

of doing for students and communities if they continue studying this field.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS

This section details the methodology proposed to provide access to robotics education for

middle school students through a supplementary program administered by Association Anoual.

The methods chosen were developed to meet the following project objectives.

Objectives
1. Review robotics education and pedagogy

2. Research Moroccan STEM education

3. Innovate previous VEX robotics curricula

4. Pilot and assess the robotics curriculum

3.1: Review Robotics Education and Pedagogy
Objective one was to review existing robotics education and successful pedagogical

approaches to innovate, pilot, and assess a supplemental robotics curriculum in Morocco, the list

of reviewed curriculum can be found in Appendix A.

VEX curricula was researched to assist the team in gaining an understanding of robotics

curriculum structure. VEX curricula and previous programs were consulted and reviewed to

determine key components of robotics education.

To develop an understanding of robotics education, semi-structured interviews were held

with experienced curricula developers and experts in robotics teaching. The transcripts of these

interviews can be found Appendix B and Appendix C.

3.2: Research Moroccan STEM Education

Objective two was to research Moroccan STEM education to understand where and how

a robotic curriculum, similar to those reviewed in objective one, would fit within the current state

of Moroccan STEM education.

To accomplish this goal semi-structured interviews were held with stakeholders of the

Moroccan education system: a Moroccan student mentor, a parent and child immersed in the

Moroccan education system, a STEM educator in Moroccan public schools, a STEM focused

after school academy in Morocco. In addition, the team interviewed members of Association
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Anoual to gain insights on their previous related program, DigiGirlz. The transcripts of these

interviews can be found in Appendix D, E, F, G and H.

3.3: Innovate Previous VEX Robotics Curricula
To achieve our objective of innovating previous VEX curriculum, the team assembled a

robotics program encompassing the use of VEX IQ robotics kits.

Based on the information found in objective one the team decided the duration,

engagement style, method of teaching, necessary topics to cover, location set up, and number of

students and mentors. The team compiled the structure of the curriculum collaboratively based

on the analysis of results found in objective one. The curriculum was created around ten VEX IQ

robotics kits which were donated on behalf of the REC Foundation (Robotics Education and

Competition Foundation). The team used an online virtual robotics simulator, VEX VR, and a

computer application, VEXcode IQ, to take advantage of simulated actions of a robot so students

could learn the basics of coding. The program was designed to conclude with a final challenging

problem in which teams would demonstrate and present their robot.The lesson manual can be

found in Appendix I. The technical manual can be found in Appendix J.

3.4: Pilot and Assess of the Robotics Curriculum

With the curriculum assembled a marketing infographic, student interest application, and

mentor interest application was created. Copies of these can be found in Appendix K, L, and M.

A contingency was developed: were a location, day, time, and participants obtained? Was

the marketing infographic, student interest form and mentor application distributed? If the

answers to both these questions were yes, the team would have followed the methods outlined in

Appendix N (student pilot), otherwise, as indicated in Figure 2, we would proceed with the field

evaluation as described below. The team proceeded with the following outlined method.
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Figure 2: Decision Flowchart for Pilot Method

3.4.1 Field Evaluation

The team distributed the lesson manual and technical manual to a Moroccan student

mentor, an experienced robotics curriculum developer, peers, advisors, and a computer science

student. The team created two evaluations surveys, which can be found in Appendix O and P,

which gave the feedback on the content and ease of facilitation.

The members of the team carried out the program amongst themselves. Each member

taught a lesson that they did not outline, to identify issues that arise when facilitating. Seen in

Table 1, each member taught a lesson they did not write; all other members participated in the

lesson.
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Lesson Title Author Facilitator Participants

Lesson 1: Introduction
to Course Erin Gowaski Nate Kumar Erin Gowaski, Hannah

Jaworski, Josh Palmer

Lesson 2: Introduction
to Programming Hannah Jaworski Erin Gowaski Hannah Jaworski, Nate

Kumar, Josh Palmer

Lesson 3: Movement
and Turning Hannah Jaworski Josh Palmer Erin Gowaski, Hannah

Jaworski, Nate Kumar

Lesson 4: Sensors Josh Palmer Hannah Jaworski Erin Gowaski, Nate
Kumar, Josh Palmer

Lesson 5: Arms and
Joints Nate Kumar Erin Gowaski Hannah Jaworski, Nate

Kumar, Josh Palmer

Lesson 6: Project
Introduction Erin Gowaski Josh Palmer Erin Gowaski, Hannah

Jaworski, Nate Kumar

Lesson 7: Project
Presentation Erin Gowaski Hannah Jaworski Erin Gowaski, Nate

Kumar, Josh Palmer

Table 1: Distribution of Facilitation

A further discussion with the Moroccan student mentor was held to review facilitation

and to get more in depth comments on the content of both manuals. A copy of this can be found

in Appendix Q.

A reflection was done with the sponsor to review the steps taken to see the project to

completion. This reflection was to assist in compiling recommendations for potential

implementations. A copy of this can be found in Appendix R.

3.4.2 Assessment

An assessment of the data and documentation collected during the professional

evaluations was completed to prepare recommendations for Association Anoual.

The outlined curriculum from objective three was reassessed and refined to implement

changes found from the developer program pilot and reflection.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The following results section is organized by the project's objectives utilizing the methods found
in section three.

4.1: Results: Review Robotics Education and Pedagogy

We obtained results from objective one prior to our arrival in Morocco, when we were

still on campus at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). Interviews with two WPI robotics

professors uncovered important topics in robotics education and pedagogy. These results came

from WPI professors and VEX Robotics resources and were aimed at giving us a better

understanding of robotics education. Namely, what is needed to teach it correctly, the best ways

to engage students, and what the most important sub-topics are.

The first interviewee was a WPI professor who was involved with starting the robotics

program at WPI. We chose to interview this professor multiple times because of their experience

with robotics, specifically involving education for children aged around 12-15. This professor

helped give us an understanding of important elements to teach in the lessons and tips for

teaching younger students. It was made clear that children have trouble focusing, which makes it

especially important to ensure the curriculum is engaging and includes numerous breaks that are

not associated with STEM. For example, students could play soccer outside for their break. This

was shown to help to refocus their minds and keep students interested in their projects, and that

makes the students able to engage in the course and develop the intended soft skills. The team

found that educators communicate with students differently depending on the age group they are

working with. Younger students, like those involved in our program, perform better if there is

mainly physical engagement with supplementary auditory engagement. For example, the

students should mainly be doing activities with the robot and working on coding, with small

segments of lecture to help guide them in the right direction. This WPI professor helped us to

provide a good guideline for what components of the curriculum are the most essential to have

fully elaborated on. A copy of this interview can be found in Appendix B.

The second interviewee, another robotics educator at WPI, helped to add onto the details

highlighted above. The interviewee highlighted two key elements to a robotics curriculum,

working group size and a teachers guide. It is important to have a small number of students in the

working groups so that every student is constantly working and gets access to the robot and also
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to the coding platform. Two is an ideal number because it encourages collaboration and requires

that students solve problems between themselves rather than having a third student who can

easily break the tie. This helps students with their communication skills as well. From this

important point, it was encouraged that the team look into a teacher's guide to ensure key

elements like this were not overlooked. The teacher's guide is essential for this course because it

would allow for a smooth transition of the material to our sponsor without a critical loss of

information or teaching style during reimplementation by Association Anoual. Both of these

ideas proved to be critical to the advancement of our course as it developed. A copy of this

interview can be found in Appendix C

Lastly, we studied the donated VEX IQ robotics kits and VEX open source course

material. We looked at the VEX IQ robot kits that were donated to this program as they would be

the main vector for teaching in this course. The team found that the robot kits were very capable

and diverse in what they could construct and what they could accomplish. The students also

would have access to the VEX Virtual Robot. This allowed the students to work on their coding

abilities and also work on complicated tasks with the robot without having to set them up in the

real world. Similarly, the VEX open source course material helped us to learn what needed to be

taught and possible ways to teach it using the VEX IQ robot and the VR platform. This allowed

the team to be more creative with the course and determine activities and tasks that would

consistently engage students. The list of these resources can be found in Appendix A.

4.2: Results: Research Moroccan STEM Education

The team conducted interviews while in Morocco that were focussed on understanding

the Moroccan education system so we could properly implement the robotics program into

Moroccan context.

The first interview conducted in Morocco was with a parent whose child is in the age

range of 12-15 years old. This parent had expressed concern that their daughter was not able to

enroll in an extracurricular STEM program despite their efforts to enroll their daughter in one.

We learned that their daughter's school was not providing sufficient STEM education and that

many of the extracurricular programs were costly. From this interview we gained information on

what type of program they wish their daughter enrolled in, how long the programs typically run

for, and what content and skills the students are supposed to gain from these courses. The parent

was also an excellent resource because they connected us with Moroccan STEM educators.
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We interviewed a number of different people involved with NGOs that focus on

providing access to STEM. The first interview in this category was with our sponsor Association

Anoual, they helped to provide us with an understanding of their previous program, Digigirlz.

This allowed us to understand how they run programs, what they focus on teaching, and what

age groups they work with. Despite the age ranges being different from what we were planning

on working with, and that their student demographic was only young women, we were still able

to extrapolate similarities between the program we were creating and their program that already

exists. The team conducted an interview with an educator at a STEM focussed after school

academy. The STEM focussed after school academy has a program similar to the course we

wanted to provide so there were many direct takeaways on how to start drafting the program and

what to focus on. We found that their curriculum, that they use for 12-15 year old students, is

similar to what we were thinking for our course. This helped to assure us that we were moving in

the correct direction and the implementation into the Moroccan education system would work as

intended. A third interview was with a Moroccan robotics educator. The most unique takeaway

from this interview was the information on timing for Ramadan. For example, we learned that

students do not require shorter lessons or more breaks during Ramadan. We did not have any

experience with Ramadan as non-Muslims so this was very helpful for us to learn about. Lastly,

the team conducted an interview with a super mentor, a person who oversees and assists other

mentors, for the Digigirlz program. The mentor offered unique insight on how she prepared to

facilitate a similar robotics program on her own, the tactics she uses when working with students

and other advice for our creation of RobotiKids.  The transcripts of these interviews can be found

in Appendix D, E, F, G and H.

All of the information from this section helped our team to fit what we learned from the

results of objective one into a Moroccan context.

4.3: Results: Innovate Previous Vex Robotics Curricula

We designed our curriculum to be seven lessons. Lesson one includes an introduction

course where students learn the basics of robotics and construct the base bot that will be used

throughout the program. Lesson two includes the basics of block coding and conditional

statements. Lesson three, four and five include technical lessons where students learn the

fundamentals of movement, sensors and arms. The final two lessons include a project where the

students use their creativity to solve a simulated real world problem. A crucial component of the
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final lesson includes a presentation for the students to demonstrate their work to the peers and

mentors. We developed a detailed lesson plan and technical manual for Association Anoual

which will assist with the sustainability of this program.

Lesson Manual
The lesson manual provides detailed summaries and objectives of the sections taught in

each lesson. Each lesson begins and ends with discussion questions to promote class engagement

with interactive activities throughout. There is also a demonstration in each lesson to encourage

students to visualize what a finalized robot could look like. Finally, the lesson manual includes

the recommendations, purpose, and duration of each activity. The full lesson manual can be seen

in Appendix I.

Technical Manual
As a result of the extensive literature review and interviews a technical manual was

created that includes step-by-step instructions for the coding aspect of our curriculum. The

intended use is for the instructor to show students the examples of VEX code provided before

they design their own code for the robot. The full technical manual can be seen in Appendix J.

4.4: Results: Pilot and Assess Robotics Curriculum

Our final objective includes testing the curriculum in order to make improvements and

observations before handing our program to Association Anoual. Based upon Figure 2, we went

forward with conducting a field evaluation. We began with a walk through of the lessons

amongst the team. The field evaluation included testing the curriculum amongst ourselves and

with our peers. We also sent the technical manual and lesson manual to a mentor at Association

Anoual, who has the possibility of participating in this program in the future. To conclude our

field evaluation, we gained insight from a robotics expert, who has previous experience creating

curriculums and teaching students of various ages. Each of these participants in our field

evaluation provided great insight to make our curriculum reach its fullest potential. Each of the

evaluators of our program filled out a survey for both manuals that asked them to summarize any

recommendations they had to make the program more complete. The results of the survey can be

found in Table 2 below. The completion of the survey provided ways to improve our curriculum,
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however, we have created a rubric that can be found in Appendix S, that will ensure constant

improvement of the program by gaining feedback from students and mentors.

To make sure our individual lesson plans and technical manual are coherent to future

teachers of this program, we each taught a lesson that we did not design, see Table 1 for

distribution of facilitation. From this we were able to determine what areas of our curriculum

needed more explanation. Also, because this was our first test, we were able to restructure the

timing of how long each activity will take as well as implementing more breaks when we

previously thought they were not necessary. By running through the curriculum ourselves, we

were able to make crucial edits on the timing and description of the activities to make our lesson

plan more complete.

We received feedback from seven university students, representing many different

majors. The non-robotics majors were essential to this evaluation because they had no

background in the course topics and the information they were presented with was new to them.

All of the non-robotics majors had positive opinions on the course documents and expressed that

they thought it would be engaging, accomplishable, and informative. The students majoring in

robotics reported they thought the course may be difficult for middle school students and take up

more time than originally intended, but they agreed that it was engaging and informative.

Overall, the peers’ feedback left us with positive feedback on the readability, understanding and

content of the manuals. The peer evaluation gave our team another perspective on how the

course would function when given to students.

A review with a super mentor at Association Anoual provided feedback in order to

improve our curriculum. A major finding was to incorporate longer than ten minute breaks. For
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this reason, we had to alter the timing of the activities. Another important detail that was

mentioned was to make sure that the mentors have significant knowledge of VEX before the

curriculum is taught. This means that the instructor would have to hold a briefing with all of the

mentors to introduce them to the technical manual and lesson manual to make sure that it is

properly translated in Arabic, if necessary. The instructor would also have to make sure that the

mentors understand the contents of the material. Specifically, it is important for the mentor to

understand the technical manual as it gives explanations to interactive activities. Mentors should

discuss any part of the technical manual that they do not understand with the instructor, before

the start of the program. The super mentor also mentioned that the curriculum should explain

some of the difficult topics, such as loops, in a quick and efficient manner. This topic can be

difficult for students of this age to understand, making student engagement a concern. To solve

this problem, we incorporated a longer break and made sure to involve interactive activities. We

also made sure that the loops section was short in length, yet efficient.
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CHAPTER 5: RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
The following are our five recommendations followed by a brief discussion. The

recommendations relate to the use of support material, mentor training, final project suggestions,

benchmarking success and future assessments, and the expansion of RobotiKids.

5.1: Recommended Use of Supportive Material

We recommend using the provided Technical Manual and Lesson Manual when

facilitating this program. The recommended guidelines for how to use these supportive materials

is outlined in the following section.

Lesson Manual
A detailed lesson manual was developed to operate as the main component of guidance

for facilitating the RobotiKids program. It was organized into seven main lesson plans: an

introductory lesson, four technical lessons with the topics of coding, movement and

turning, sensors, arms and joints and then two lessons delegated to the project

explanation and demonstration. The lessons are created in a manner that allows them to

be stacked or spread out that best suits the teacher’s ideal lesson layout. The lessons are

versatile and although they are created around VEX IQ kits, they can be taught with other

robotics kits and deliver the same lesson and skills. The lesson manual is equipped with

an outline of a recommended order of lessons, discussion and activities. Further detailed

information is included that explains activities, provides discussion points, additional

resources, recommendations and lesson material.

Technical Manual
Supplemental material that is directly relevant to VEX IQ robotics was compiled and

explained in the technical manual. It provides an explanation on how to use the online

platforms, coding examples, and insight into the hardware. There are examples of the

robots that can be constructed as well. This resource is intended to provide more structure

and clear instruction to the facilitator with VEX robotics. It is expected to be used in

tandem with the lesson manual because the lessons align and correlate.
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Examples covered in the Lesson Manual and the Technical Manual are not exhaustive;

there are extensive other possibilities that are available through the platform and with exploration

of the robot. We recommend becoming as familiar with VEX as possible which will assist with

implementing, facilitating, and building RobotiKids.

5.2: Recommended Mentor Training Program

We recommend having a mentor training program that prepares mentors to assist in

facilitating the RobotiKids Program.

It would be highly beneficial to have at least one main facilitator of RobotiKids that is

well-versed in VEX and the program. All mentors should be comfortable with pertinent STEM

fields (especially coding) prior to assisting facilitating this program. We predict that it would be

best if mentors could return for multiple iterations of the program, so they become more

acquainted and also can help train new mentors that may not be as familiar with VEX. We have

created a form to gauge a mentor's willingness to participate in the running of this program. This

form can be found in Appendix N.  The lesson manual and technical manual should be

administered to the mentors beforehand and they should review all the material and become

acquainted with the online platform, code and robotic functions. After reviewing the material

individually, a session should be held with all participating mentors to debrief any questions and

also train how to work with middle school children. This training program should prepare them

for how to efficiently work with students and support them properly along with problem solving

techniques. Given Association Anoual has conducted many youth programs, we had envisioned a

bootcamp that operated similarly to one that already exists, particularly one like Digigirlz.

Mentors should be there for guidance and know how to complete all of the tasks but not take

over for the students or become another member of the student team. We recommend having a

ratio of one mentor per two or three students.

5.3: Recommended Final Culmination Project Guidance

We recommend implementing and continuing to develop a final project as a culmination

of the RobotiKids program.

The final project and presentation is a critical component of RobotiKids. It is the

motivation for the other lessons to lead up to a project where the students can demonstrate their

knowledge and practice working on a team. Ideally, the project is worked on in a team; the team
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will have planned, built and executed both the code and construction of a robot to complete a

task framed in the form of a real life problem. The final project should include a presentation or

pitch that allows them to explain their ideas and methods that will tie in entrepreneurship and

interpersonal elements.

We recommend not limiting the program to a single final project but rather have it change

with each iteration. This will help to identify areas of the lessons that need improvement and also

drive the program in the entrepreneurial front by addressing multiple possible real-life problems.

Example Problem:
A recommended problem can be framed as a beach clean-up and removal of trash. This

includes having an arena setup with different types of trash of different color, objects to

avoid and walls that obstruct. Trash should be picked up and removed accordingly.

Variations are welcomed and can alter the difficulty of the project. Students should

execute this by creating a robot with code and test out its functionality. It can be made

into a competition with different parameters, like what robot can remove the most trash or

do it the quickest. The preparation process should include mapping a plan with the

engineering design process to address the problem. The presentation portion should

include preparing a presentation to showcase their process and decisions and pitch what

their robot is capable of.

Timing:
After conducting our field evaluation, we concluded that a full scale completion of the

robot and code would require multiple days of work. The construction of the code and

robot with a series of tests to ensure it works properly would not be feasible in the

allotted time of the original lesson plan. This, in addition to preparing their pitch, would

be a time consuming process and require extensive guidance from mentors. If a full scale

final project with a fully operational robot and code, was to be implemented, two to three

days of build time will be necessary. We recommend striving for this in future iterations

of RobotiKids as it would leave a profound impact on the youth. This can be done by

adding work days in between lessons 6 and 7.

If more work days are not feasible at the time, one solution could be to scale back the

presented problem. For example, using the color sensor is one of the most
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time-consuming and difficult tasks so this element could be removed and replaced with

line-following instead. Here, students would code their robot to follow a line and identify

trash that was placed on it, this would eliminate the need of a search pattern and other

more difficult coding. Another option that would work with the original seven-lesson

plan is to shift to take on a more entrepreneurial standpoint. The project could be

presented as if it were to be executed, but instead, have the students focus on the process

they would go through if they were to create a functional robot. This includes mapping

out their engineering design process, highlighting what key features from the lessons that

they would include, how they would do this, why, and an explanation of why their robot

is the best. It should be framed as a startup that is pitching to their investor. This version

of the final project would be able to run in the time frame of the original lesson plan.

Given Association Anoual’s passion for entrepreneurship, this was recommended to

implement tactics and strategies from other programs to instill the importance of

entrepreneurship into their lives and continue to grow in these areas.

Essential elements need to be considered and outlined before executing the entire lesson

plan including having a predetermined set of standards. These can be changed iteration to

iteration, but a well defined project will make a difference in the outcome. Ensure to specify

exactly how to handle practice times, where field elements will be placed, allowed human

interaction zones, when the official runs will begin and how many trials are allowed. These are

not exhaustive limitations and standards, but rather guiding parameters to consider.

Regardless of the chosen final project, it is incredibly important that the students feel

successful in their final project demo. Given that they have put in an abundant amount of time

and faced challenges, this should be a rewarding experience that encourages them to pursue

STEM further.

5.4: Recommended Success Benchmarking and Future Program Assessments

We recommend implementing consistent benchmarking and assessment tactics into the

curriculum to assess student and program success. This will result in recommendation and

adjustments to compile and be added to the program for future assessments.

To continue to improve the program and work towards expanding, it is important to

benchmark success and continue to note where changes should be implemented by taking record
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of what works and doesn’t work. We recommend having both students and mentors fill out a

survey before and after the program. This survey should include their perception of robotics and

STEM fields but also ask for opinions on the program. In addition to taking record of these

feedback surveys, we recommend holding both mentee and mentor focus groups and recording

opinions and feedback through these semi-structured meetings. These should be hosted to see

from another perspective what went well, what didn’t and areas of improvement. In the

beginning stages of the program, it would be beneficial to record observations in real time and

have mentors do the same, so successes and struggles can be noted and adjusted accordingly. The

team predicts that having a structured written format in addition to the notes taken from the

surveys, focus groups and observations would be helpful. A rubric would offer a standard to

guide with and can be used to assess student success. A similar rubric can also be formatted to

gather data on students' feelings towards the program to supplement the pre and post program

survey. A template of can be found in Appendix S. We recommend this rubric would be

beneficial to use at the end of the program to assess the student’s progress and outcome after

completing the program.

5.5: Recommended Steps for Expanding RobotiKids

We recommend striving to continue to advance RobotiKids and aim to expand with each

iteration so that more students can be impacted.

The seven-lesson plan format that was constructed and tested by the team was organized

with the intention that it would be versatile to the teacher and easily implemented into a variety

of forms. We envisioned that this would help Association Anoual implement RobotiKids in a

form that was most conducive to their desired structure. Since it is in early stages and developed

into this format, we recommend deciding and creating a standard for RobotiKids, whether it be

an after school program, a summer camp, an implementation of lessons delivered to schools or

extended into a long term program. This will help to solidify the program and ensure it has a

solid foundation and vision going forward. Additionally, we highly recommend the use of VEX

IQ kits for the most seamless operation of this program. If it were to expand, it would be

necessary that participating students have access to kits so investing in more kits or creating a

schedule that allows students the most access to the kits is essential. We hope RobotiKids will

become an engaging program that is impactful to the youth. Promotion on social media and

advertising would be greatly beneficial to the program’s growth in the future. Lastly, we
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recommend providing ways for students to continue to code and get involved in STEM education

and robotics through other programs like available robotics competitions. This will help to

promote RobotiKids and leave a profound impact on the students.

5.6: Conclusion Statement

We believe this program will leave students excited and encouraged by what they have

accomplished. The program represents some of the most engaging and critical topics in robotics.

The small successes that students see, the team is hopeful, will encourage them to seek STEM

opportunities in the future. We believe that after completing RobotiKids, students will have

unknowingly developed their soft skills, like teamwork, critical thinking and problem-solving

that they can use as a foundation to continue to improve these skills. We are confident in the

RobotiKids program’s ability to make a difference in student’s lives with the delivery of

important technical STEM education through engaging project-based learning.

The team wants to express how thankful we are to have been able to work on this project

and for the support and encouragement of Association Anoual throughout the entire process. We

hope this program will be able to reach and impact students in Morocco and ignite their interest

in STEM.
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Appendix A: Reviewed Robotic Sources

- VEX IQ - https://www.vexrobotics.com/iq
- Digigirlz Curriculum schedule
- Advanced JCR Sample Schedule - From Robotics Faculty
- VEX IQ Robotics Education Guide  -

https://www.vexrobotics.com/iq-education-guide.html
- VEX IQ STEM Labs - https://education.vex.com/stemlabs/iq?lng=en
- Robot Lab Curriculum-

https://www.robotlab.com/blog/designing-a-robotics-class-for-middle-students
- VEX IQ Demo Videos -

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvvcc7S26YEgp60fNJwh64aj9ywiZ79Ta
- Robotics Education Competition (REC) -

https://www.roboticseducation.org/educational-resources/robotics-curriculum
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Appendix B: Interview with Robotics Staff

Location: Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Time: February 24, 2022 11:00 AM EST
Interviewee: WPI Robotics Staff Member

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

How do you keep students interested in robotics?
They suggested that in order to keep students engaged show a game on the first day so
they can see what they can accomplish. Make sure that there is a challenge or point
system or game that encompasses all the skills they have learned.

What are the most important things you can teach someone who is new to robotics?
Getting students excited about engineering and letting them have ‘wins’ allows students
to have experiences that result in success. FIRST robotics competition is all about
inspiration; education is not the goal rather inspiring students to be involved. Students
should first learn how to approach the problem and then solve it not get immediate
success.

What do you know about working with the VEX IQ robot kits?
The VEX IQ kits are very good with the mechanical design, and they are tool-less so they
snap together which is helpful with students. The kits are good at teaching about
mechanisms. The kits can utilize a mix of programming and mechanical knowledge,
which give a more rounded view on robotics. They mentioned a simulator for the robots
which simulates similar variation of programming that can be used on the VEX IQ
robots.

Do you have any suggestions on the formatting and content of an introductory robotics
program for middle schoolers?
They suggested a variety of ideas that they found beneficial in their implementation of curricula.

- The first thing they should do is build a base robot so everyone gains experience. when
you do programming languages, they do it on the base robot and everyone has the same
base.

- Make some guide for teacher with lesson ideology and rationale to look back on
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- Have things that can elaborate on so that students are not sitting around, middle
schoolers do not sit quietly

- Short lessons with demonstration then play with robots to combat short attention span
- Drive, turn, do stuff with sensor, build a arm - should each be a model or lesson
- After each lesson note what worked and what didn't work to update the lesson so teachers

will know this
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Appendix C: Interview with Robotics Expert

Location: Rabat, Morocco
Time: March 30, 2022 11:30 AM GMT
Interviewee: WPI Robotics Staff Member

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publication

To start our meeting, the team showed the lesson plan outline and explained the direction of the
project at the time.

Do you have supplemental resources for our lesson plan?
The base of the outline is good, they note that the breakdown of each individual lesson would
likely not have equal timing, especially for the pilot. Enough needs to be taught with basic
pedagogy to complete the final task. They suggested a sumo game for the end game. The end
should leave them interested in robotics enough to look for more. They recommend that the first
session should not be too academic focused. They recommend that hands-on experience is what
makes the curriculum engaging. They highly recommend using videos of robots incorporated
into the curriculum. This will help to keep the students' attention. They also note that it is
important to keep in mind the program will likely be coed and to keep this in mind when making
situational team making.

Is there any general advice you would offer for running a program?
They suggest a 40 min time frame for attention span for middle schoolers before changing it up.
They recommend having lessons increment up and incorporate both code and mechanical
aspects. This will also allow other technical skills to be snuck in like basic algebra. Two people
per kit is good. They suggest success oriented completion.

Do you have any insight on VEX robotics or robotics curriculum?
The robots need to have sensors, not just be remote controlled, this is the defining factor of
robots. In order to drive you need to learn how to code. There are a lot of available projects that
can give insight into final project ideas. VEX and FLL offer step-by-step publish camp guides.
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These are open source with curriculum instructions. They gave an example of how to make
conversations about parts engaging. A dialogue about sensors could relate the sensors back to
human functions in the form of how you sense, then how you compute and learn, then how you
act then relate it back to the physical world. Ending with a robot can do exactly what you do.
Make sure that there is plenty of time designated to building the robot. They recommend that
after the conclusion of the lesson, assemble or fix the robot regardless of what stage they left off
at. Also don’t allow students access to all parts, only what is necessary.
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Appendix D: Interview with Moroccan Student Mentor

Location: Zoom Video Call
Time: March 31, 2022 14:00 GMT
Interviewee: Moroccan Student Mentor

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

1. Can you talk about your experience with DigiGirlz?
Tried to find technological solutions to community needs. Social entrepreneurship. They
did not get to do a lot of workshops because of the timeline.

a. How did you get involved?
Saw it on social media and was involved with volunteering with the US embassy.

b. What are your responsibilities in the program
They work with different teams, guides and helps mentees - but mentees want to
be independent. The mentor puts on workshops for the fellow mentors and
mentees

c. How do students typically interact with the mentors (mentor to student ratio)
They are excited and they want to do stuff right away…they have great ideas!
DigiGirlz did not do a lot of robotic workshops, their main focus was on arduino
and the development of their projects. In university program each mentor had a
group of 5-7 students

2. How were the mentors taught the curriculum in DigiGirlz?
DigiGirlz taught the mentors about social interaction, entrepreneurship, and how to
come up with project ideas.

a. Did you come up with the arduino lesson yourself?
They get curriculum ideas from youtube and books online. The curriculum and
programs that the mentor’s club participates in assembles the lessons from
outside resources.
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3. Do you feel like the mentors needed training for digigirlz? Were you prepared for
the social and interactive aspects of the curriculum?
Mentors spent a lot of time in training [in both programs the mentor is a part of]. The
bootcamp makes sure they have all the tools and knowledge that they need in order to
teach and guide mentees in the program

a. Were there language barriers? What language did most students speak?
Darija, English and French are the most spoken languages used. English and
darija were common in the digigirlz program. At the mentor’s university, French
and Darija are the two main languages spoken. They mentioned that it will be
challenging to find someone who can speak french and english fluently.

4. How many students are in your club at your university? And what majors?
There are 80 students in the mentor’s university club, mostly electrical, but software and
mechatronics are frequent majors. * There are 2 years of pre-reqs, then major is declared
in 3rd year. Robotics engineers are not really a thing in college. In electrical you can
select two fields. One of which was similar to robotics.

5. What was the hardest part/challenges of the digigirlz program?
COVID was a big problem - no in person meetings
Secondary school students have final exam (may/june) that may conflict

6. How can we avoid mistakes or wasting time when developing and implementing our
curriculum? Do you have suggestions on where to implement ?
The mentor suggested to the team to: try to connect with parents, it is extremely
important that they are invested in their student’s education. Rabat will be the best play
for the team’s program, but public schools will be hard; private schools will be easier to
contact.

7. Were there any other students within her university club that have participated in
the digigirlz mentorship program before?
There are 5 other students in the mentor’s university program that have participated in
the digigirlz mentorship program before.

The mentor also noted that the program would be taking place during ramadan. As a
student they suggested the following things:

10 oclock is a good time to start teaching
1:30 hours for meeting
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Appendix E: Interview with Parent of Middle School Student

Location: WhatsApp Video Call
Time: March 29, 2022 10:00 AM GMT
Interviewee: Parent of Middle School Student

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

How difficult has it been to find a STEM program for your daughter?
They had enrolled their children in a Moroccan based school, however it turned to a
French school. They mentioned that the French school did have a 3D printer in some
more restricted classrooms, however it was not easily accessible or often used.

Are robotics curriculums hard to find for children? do they cost money? What are the
hours of the program? Is it a summer program or after school program and how long does
the whole program run for?

The programs that the parent looked into included LEGO education and coding based
camps. The parent chose to select an app for coding however the parent desired
something that was more hands on and engaging. Their goal in involving her children in
a program that was based in STEM and hands-on learning was to encourage their
creativity. The programs that they did look at cost money to participate in.

Do you feel like your child has had sufficient stem education in their current schooling,
what has it been composed of? How is her current STEM education being taught? Do you
think your daughter feels confident and interested in STEM fields after receiving education
in STEM?

They spoke to the fact that STEM is not part of the curriculum at school. The 7 year old
daughter does not get exposure to STEM in class. Their daughter who is in 6th grade
does receive some exposure, but the daughter attends a private French school in Rabat.
The parent informed the group that there are no computer labs and if there is
“technology” it is rare and the program is under developed for students to use to full
capacity.
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The parent told the team that the lessons taught in class are: Physics, math, arabic,
islamic education, a couple others, sports, french

Would you be willing for us to interview your daughter, to ask about her experience in
STEM? Questions would include:

1. Do you go to a public or private school
2. What is your favorite subject?
3. Do you have an interest in science and math?
4. Do you learn a lot about science and math in school?
5. What do you want to be when you grow up?

They verbally consented to this and the questions were sent to the parent and others following
the interview.

They informed the group at the end of the interview that the parent has contacts that could get
the team incontact with if they wish. Those contacts would be: a Moroccan school board
member, a STEM teacher at a Moroccan private French school, and an educator who works
with public school students on STEM initiatives.
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Appendix F: Interview with STEM Educator

Location: Zoom Video Call
Time: April 7, 2022 11:00 AM GMT
Interviewee: STEM Educator

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

Can you explain in depth what your program and involvement does with the education
community?

They said that students need to learn soft and life skills. Their program partners with
other companies like CIEE, and works with 42 schools. The kids want to play so they play
and learn logic for algorithms. They do projects that relate to a problem in the
community and teach them teamwork
They mentioned that the program that they run concludes in a competition that has to
exhibit 5 core values - teamwork, language, original ideas etc,... and they have to score
points in competition based on those 5 core values.

Is there a lack of robotics or STEM in general taught in school?
They mentioned that in general there is a lack of soft skills being taught.

How many students are in your program?
The program works with 42 schools. There are three stages of school systems: private
school, youth centers, and public schools.

What was the hardest part/challenges of the program?
They said that there isn't STEM in schools or in professional work spaces. This can make
it difficult to show students the opportunities that lie ahead.

How can we avoid mistakes or wasting time when developing and implementing our
curriculum? Do you have suggestions
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always be giving the kids something to do, they can listen and take in information even if
they aren’t paying attention. Don’t spend a lot of time speaking to them. Make it fun and
engaging - make things move and light up. Always keep them involved, have them help
make lunch clean up (good life skills), they give them a lot of entrepreneurship skills as
well as just the technical ones.
They invited the team to go and visit to elaborate on the program. They told the team that
you have to be able to adapt to change and learn from experiences.
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Appendix G: Interview with Educator at a STEM Focused After School
Academy

Location: Zoom Video Call
Time: April 7, 2022 10:00 AM EST
Interviewee: Educator at STEM Focused After School Academy

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

When and how did you start your program?
They mainly partake in the “learning for play” approach. They invite kids to come over,
play, and discover stem approach, stems, mechanics, physics. The program is highly
hands-on as students come to play and if they happen to learn from the discovery that is a
plus. They have some franchises, so they have their own curriculum, academy in RDC
and kungo. The company follows the lego education curriculum.

Can you outline your robotics program, training process, curriculum, timeline, success
measurement and sustainability?

Are there open access resources that you used to help guide and refine your robotics
program?

They explained that students begin with basic projects that are directly from the lego
education projects because Lego has provided tutorials. They also elaborated on the idea
of having a “facilitator” as they dont view the instructor as a teacher, because the
students are teaching themselves and guide the projects as the students see fit.
Fatima went on to explain that: a 6 year old starts with tutorial activities then guided
projects and then activities and then continues to challenges that Lego has produced.
After 10 + sessions the facilitator begins to introduce bigger projects that have a teachers
guide so the facilitator can guide the student through any challenges that may arise. They
build legos and robots that are designed about nother subject i.e. tiger
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They mentioned one thing about their curriculum: there are very few slides, and mostly
hands on. The slides are there to progress the students from challenge to challenge, not to
teach.

What competitions do you see success in? And why do you think you see success in those
competitions/programs? If a student enters a program as a 6 year old, are they able to
come back and participate as a 7 year old?

They outlined the program with: 3 month session depending on the age of the student.
The team works with those kids catered to that age, mainly working with 3 age brackets,
6-9, 9-12, 12-16. All kids do the same solution and build the same base for their age
group. The projects develop faster based on age and depending on where they are on the
understanding of material spectrum, the programs are designed to cater to a student's
learning capabilities. Everyone in the age group will do the same activity, what makes it
unique is the timing of each student’s completion. Everyone does the same objective and
project but instructors give more specific instructions based on challenge level.

- Speed, robot look, coding etc
- Adaptability based on skills
- Must be touched on based on facilitator training

FLL Competition, they organize teams all over the world. From villages and public
schools. The FLL team wants to talk to kids on their progress and aspirations, not to
parents.

They then introduced the team to the SPIKE platform and general Lego League related
materials the following is what was reviewed.

Link to Lego education: https://education.lego.com/en-us/lessons
Spike platform: https://education.lego.com/en-us/downloads/spike-app/software

Three categories offered within the FLL and their partnership
- Fll discover: ages 4-6 expo of their work. Build a robot and level it up, and judges cme

and ask questions students have to answer on their robot and how they see the robot
working

- Fll explore: ages 6-10 expo where students get to show work, innovative part, and robot
has to have one automatic device based on robotics

- Fll challenge: ages 9-16 work for qualifiers, work on robot game, identify a problem and
find the solution, core values

NOTE: LEGO education, their academy, and LEGO league are in a 3 way partnership with
each other. The materials that are provided are sourced directly from LEGO, the program
does not create a curriculum that is transferable outside of the use of FLL/LEGO education.
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Appendix H: Interview with Operations Manager of Association Anoual

Location: CIEE Office, Rabat, Morocco
Time: March 30, 2022 10:00 AM GMT
Interviewee: Operations Manager of Association Anoual

Preamble
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

What do you do as a board member and operations manager for Association Anoual?
They are the financial officer and project manager at Association Anoual.
What are your day to day responsibilities?
They oversee all projects on the backend. They followed up with all current working and
active projects.

Can you provide a brief overview of how Digigirlz operates?
The goal was to recreate the DigiGirl program that happens around the world. The goal
was aimed at 15-18 year old female students to give these students a entrepreneurship
introduction through coding projects

- More specifically, what is the timeline (number of hours per day, what days, etc)?
DigiGirlz had female Microsoft experts come and talk to participants for about 2 hours to
help inspire and motivate girls about their future. They mentioned that the participants
took part in 4 hours of HTML coding during the first sessions in 2017. DigiGirlz also
covered 4 hours of another STEM subject that was not related to coding i.e. biology
math. They also concluded by mentioning that there were 2-3 hour minecraft sessions
that participants could take part in as activities. Students were selected based on a form
that asked about their motivations and reasons why they wanted to take the course.
Gathered students from north and south region, at end there was a big celebration

- Do you train your mentors/instructors, more specifically how do you choose them
- Where did the mentors come from, schools, businesses, etc

Mentors did not have to have any prior experience, they just needed to be interested in
STEM. Mentors were selected based on an application form, they applied as a mentor
team from each university. Mentors partook in a bootcamp included the STEM
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side/technical side of the program, lessons on mentorship and how to be a mentor, and
entrepreneurship practices. The mentorship program that was instilled made the program
sustainable.

Do you have the outline schedule of the three day program you started in 2017 with
digigirlz?Is the curriculum from 2017 something we can have access to?

In reference to the curriculum, it was sent to partners before implemented completely.
The partners reviewed the outline and it was approved. *The team was sent the
curriculum of 2017 after the meeting was concluded.

Were there any challenges with establishing digigirlz?
Some of the girls that were interested in mentoring were not stem students

- What obstacles do you think we will encounter when developing our curriculum? And
how do we avoid them?
They advised the team to accept some mentors that are STEM students or know a little bit
about robotics. If mentors are not well versed there may need to be a form of bootcamp
necessary. Before mentoring, mentors should have the basics of a STEM or robotics
mindset. They also advised that the team hold as many follow ups with mentors as
possible, so students/mentees/mentors who are not engaged or are struggling with the
program can get help in private or more information sessions can be held.

What did you use FABLAB for?
FABLAB held a session on 3D printing. They brought all the material and code needed to
3D print. The girls participating could also practice their own coding skills and see
products through 3D printed designs.
They also noted that FABLAB has space to implement robotics activities and had
materials necessary to produce robots. FABLAB has a location in Rabat if the team
would like access to those materials, Association Anoual could assist in acquiring that
resource. They also mentioned that some universities have FABLABS within their
programs.

What are the numbers from digigirlz? How many students, and mentors? Currently?
DigiGirlz 2017-2018

Kenitra edition : 128 received applications / 48 selected participants
Errachidia edition : 89 received applications / 55 participants (11 participants did
not fill the application form)
Kenitra edition : 142 received applications / 58 participants (16 participants did
not fill the application form)

DigiGirlz Mentorship Program 2018-2019 (First edition)
Mentors: 262 received applications / 19 selected mentors
Mentees: 206 received applications / 85 participants (not all participants filled the
application form)

How much did it cost you vs. how much funding did you have available
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Association Anoual was not concerned about funding. Those at Microsoft and other
NGOs had reached out to Association Anoual to create DigiGirlz.

Souhail Stitou had mentioned a program that ran similarly to the team’s vision; what
information do you have surrounding STEVEN’s initiative (Morocco to US knowledge
exchange)

Association Anoual held a virtual exchange where high school students from Hawaii
meet middle school students in Morocco. Students would exchange information on
culture, lifestyles, and more. This program was directed towards sharing culture and
viewpoints. Students would give presentations about what a specific part of their culture
means to them. This program educated both students in Hawaii and Morocco.

You use social media as a primary source of interest, is there a way you have any
connections to schools within kenitra or rabat that we could take advantage of? Souhail
Stitou suggested previously that it might be helpful to get into classrooms and present on
the proposed project.

They have contacts in private schools and Kenitra Morocco. They mentioned also putting
us in contact with social media managers for Association Anoual so that any marketing
needed to be done and be sourced to those managers.

Anything you wish you knew before you started Digigirlz
They encouraged the team to ensure that the students that are selected have the mindset
and that any application that is developed is reflective of what is expected of those who
are looking to participate in the program. They also suggested that students meet with
professionals in the STEM field, as they thought it was beneficial during the DigiGirlz
program. They continued to suggest that the team implements as many required
deliverables from students within a high frequency to help track students progression.
These deliverables help maintain evaluation statuses.
They also suggested that sharing an itinerary with students would be helpful for students
to see how they can complete the program. They referenced that when the girls
participating in DigiGirlz had an idea of their project, they ended up having a hard time
finding the pieces to make the robot.

They ended the interview recapping previous projects and the improvements that
DIgiGirlz has made since the 2017 implementation. The program begins in november and
runs until about February. During those 4 to 6 months girls go through training and meetings to
work on their desired projects. There is a July pitching event that concludes their project work.
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Appendix I: Lesson Manual
The following is intended to be used as a supplemental, stand-alone document. The pages

provided are to be used outside of this format.
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Appendix J: Technical Manual

The following is intended to be used as a supplemental, stand-alone document. The pages
provided are to be used outside of this format.
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Appendix K: Infographic for Student Interest
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Appendix L: Student Interest Application
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Appendix M: Mentor Interest Application
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Appendix N: Student Pilot

The following outlines the steps the team would have taken if the answer to both conditional
questions were yes.

Preparing and Conduct Pilot with Middle School Students
First, it was necessary to gather mentors for our pilot to assist in facilitating our program.

Mentors would be volunteer STEM students or STEM teachers working with Association

Anoual. They would be chosen according to our mentor interest form which was based on their

availability, english comprehension, interest and experience in STEM. The form was designed to

ensure that the mentors were well versed in robotics so they could provide proper guidance to

students. After receiving the application for the mentors, we planned on picking five mentors to

take part in our program. To make sure that they were prepared with the contents of the program,

we planned on sending them the details of the curriculum before we hosted an explanatory zoom

call with them. On the zoom call, we first would run through the program and then they would

give their recommendations and suggestions to make the curriculum more coherent. They would

also have time to ask clarifying questions. These steps would have ensured that the mentors were

well prepared to assist in our program.

We had to market our program in order to gather students to participate in our curriculum.

We accomplished this by creating an infographic to post on Association Anoual’s social media.

Along with the infographic, is an application form for the students to complete in order to be

considered for our program. We selected 18 students to participate in the pilot program, this was

based upon the 9 available VEX kits that students would pair up and use. Students were selected

based on  availability, experience or knowledge of robotics and STEM, English comprehension,

and location.

Students were taught the outlined curriculum as detailed in the lesson planned. The same

students would return each day to complete the entirety of the program. In order to gain feedback

for our curriculum, our team planned to evaluate the status and success of the curriculum through

surveys and focus groups. The surveys and focus groups would gauge the engagement of the

class and the mentors’ abilities to convey the necessary subjects. We planned for the students to

fill out two surveys in the pilot program, one at the start of the course and one at the end. This

was for comparative results for each individual student. We also used our focus groups to

observe the results of the piloted program first hand on a day to day basis. The weekly surveys
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would have provided the team information on the course’s impact and outcome  to make

suggestions to Association Anoual on the implementation of the actual program.

Through the focus groups and surveys we planned to compile all the data in order to improve our

program for Association Anoual. Similarly, the information that would have been gained during

the piloting phase would have been used to identify obstacles and limitations with

implementation of a robotics curriculum in Morocco, so the full scale use of the program would

run as smoothly as possible.
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Appendix O: Lesson Manual Evaluation Form
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Appendix P: Technical Manual Evaluation Form
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Appendix Q: Interview with Super Mentor at Association Anoual

Location: Zoom
Time: April 28, 2022 17:00 GMT
Interviewee: Moroccan Student Mentor

Preamble:
We are a group of students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts in
the United States of America and we are working with Souhail Stitou and Association Anoual to
create a middle school robotics curriculum aimed at increasing youth access and interest in
STEM fields and developing their soft skills. Currently, we are interviewing people to gain a
better understanding of how to most effectively teach robotics and implement a program in
Morocco. This will also help us to determine how to construct our own curriculum and offer
recommendations. Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any time. You are not required to answer any of the following questions. Please
remember that your answers will remain anonymous. No names or other identifying information
will appear on the questionnaires or in any of the project reports or publications.

1. What are your overall opinions of the lesson manual and technical manual that we
have developed?
It is very good in detail and the length of the curriculum. If the mentor does not speak
English very well, then they would need help translating the documents. The mentor told
us to be aware of what schools we are teaching this curriculum to as public schools don’t
teach English.

2. Would you make any changes to either the lesson plan or technical manual?
A ten minute break will not be sufficient enough for the students, this needs to be longer.
Students will get bored and will not fully understand the concepts of programming
making engagement a concern. Make sure to involve many interactive activities.

3. What specific content would be difficult for the students?
Both the hardware and specific coding aspects of the robot will be difficult. The mentor
was afraid that they would not understand the concept of programming loops.

4. What did you think of our interactive activities?
Activities seem to be good in length, but the kids will get bored sooner than we think,
making breaks a necessity. Be careful with programming as it will be their first time for
most students.
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Appendix R: Recommendation Document
The following is intended to be used as a supplemental, stand-alone document. The pages

provided are to be used outside of this format.
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Appendix S: Rubric

Category 10 5 2 Score

Scientific and
Problem Solving

Skills

Understood and
exercised multiple
ways to address a

problem

Exercised some
ways to address a

problem

Did not understand
or grasp different
ways to tackle a

problem

Interpersonal,
communication
and teamwork

skills

Worked with
multiple people,
communicated

efficiently,
understood and

worked with
different

perspectives

Somewhat worked
well in teams and

attempted to
communicate well

with different
perspectives

Did not work with
other people or

communicate with
others for their
perspectives

Engagement and
Interest

Was interested and
engaged in the

curriculum at all
times

Somewhat was
interested in the

lesson and
activities

Was not engaged
with what was being

taught or the
activities

Technical
Understanding

Understood and
could apply the

lessons and
material

Understood some
lessons and

material

Did not understand
any lessons or

material

Engineering
Design Process

and
Entrepreneurial

Use

Used the design
process when faced
with a problem and
to help create their

pitch

Attempted to use
the engineering

design process to
guide their plan

and pitch

Disregarded the
engineering design

process and made no
plan for their pitch

Presentation Skills
Effectively

communicated their
results and logic

Attempted to
somewhat

communicate their
results and logic

Did not
communicate or

present their results
and logic

Final Project
Execution

Worked towards a
functioning robot
that addressed the
task, designed and

presented
appropriately

Partly completed a
final robot and part

of a presentation
with their design

and pitch

Made little to no
progress on their

final project and did
not execute their

pitch or logic
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Appendix T: IRB Approval
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